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The plasma dynamics of single mesoscopic Xe particles irradiated with intense femtosecond x-ray
pulses exceeding 1016 W=cm2 from the Linac Coherent Light Source free-electron laser are investigated.
Simultaneous recording of diffraction patterns and ion spectra allows eliminating the influence of the laser
focal volume intensity and particle size distribution. The data show that for clusters illuminated with
intense x-ray pulses, highly charged ionization fragments in a narrow distribution are created and that the
nanoplasma recombination is efficiently suppressed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.108.245005
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Free-electron lasers (FELs) such as the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS) deliver extremely intense and coherent x-ray flashes with a femtosecond pulse length, opening
the door for imaging single nanometer-sized objects with
atomic resolution in single shots [1,2]. All matter irradiated
by the intense x-ray pulses will be highly ionized within
femtoseconds. So far, investigations about the ionization
dynamics under such conditions have focused on ensembles of atoms and small systems on the one hand [3–6] and
macroscopic solids on the other hand [7]. A detailed understanding of the x-ray pulse-matter interaction for intermediate, i.e., mesoscopic, systems is of utmost relevance
for x-ray imaging applications. Most samples to be imaged
with intense x-ray laser pulses will be in the size regime of
a few tens to hundreds of nanometers and first results on
their pulse-length dependent scattering response are controversial [8,9].
For studying fundamental questions of the light-matter
interaction, atomic rare gas clusters have proven to be ideal
0031-9007=12=108(24)=245005(5)

targets [10,11]. They are intermediate between atoms and
bulk solids, and energy dissipation into surrounding media
is virtually absent due to their finite size. First results from
short-wavelength FELs have shown that even in the
vacuum-ultraviolet spectral regime, the clusters can still
be very efficiently heated with inverse bremsstrahlung
(IBS) [12]. For shorter wavelength, IBS becomes negligible and the ionization starts being dominated by multistep photoionization [13,14]. In the intense x-ray focus of
 2 atoms
the LCLS with fluences exceeding 105 photons=A
are sequentially ionized from the inside out starting with
the inner-shell electrons followed by subsequent innershell vacancy decay [3]. In clusters, after a certain number
of ionization events, the particle is charged to a degree that
its Coulomb energy becomes higher than the kinetic energy
of the sequentially ejected electrons and a nanoplasma is
formed. In dense nanoplasma, the cluster ionization can be
further enhanced by energy-exchanging electron collisions
[15]. For photon energies of  100 eV, large clusters are
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an estimated x-ray pulse length of 130 fs for the current
experiment. With a beam line transmission on the order of
20%, the resulting power densities exceed 1016 W=cm2 .
Clusters with average radii of 30 nm were formed by
supersonic expansion of xenon at 9 bar backing pressure
through a 200-micron conical nozzle with a half-opening
angle of 4 cooled to 245 K. The pulsed cluster jet was
skimmed twice and a piezo-driven slit skimmer right before the interaction region was adjusted such that, on
average, less than one particle was in the FEL focus as
evidenced by the single-shot scattering patterns. The cluster beam was crossed with the focussed x-ray beam above
the aperture of an ion time-of-flight spectrometer.
Conically shaped spectrometer electrodes allowed for a
free line of sight from the interaction region to the photon
detector. The scattered photons were detected by single
photon counting pnCCDs covering scattering angles from
0.5 –5 [20]. All data were stored on a shot-to-shot basis
and correlated to the FEL parameters.
The experimental setup as well as three representative
single-cluster scattering patterns are shown in Fig. 1. The
images are used to fit the cluster sizes and filter the data
such that only hits from single clusters with similar radii of
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transiently highly charged [16] before they disintegrate in a
hydrodynamic expansion accompanied by recombination
of the cluster core [17–19].
In this Letter we present pioneering results on the ionization and recombination dynamics of single nanometersized samples in intense x-ray pulses from LCLS. We have
used a novel coincident imaging and spectroscopy approach for the investigation of individual clusters in single
shots. Analysis of the scattering patterns allows downselection of the data to events with only a single particle
with a defined size in the x-ray focus, therefore providing a
unique insight into the intense x-ray pulse-matter interaction. Being able to determine the exposure intensity and
size for every single particle, we find drastically different
plasma dynamics for different power densities which are
not observable in experiments averaging over the focal
volume and cluster size distribution [5]. At the highest
intensities in the center of the focus, fragments from a
highly charged nanoplasma are detected with an unexpected absence of low charge states indicating that plasma
recombination during the cluster expansion is efficiently
suppressed. The results show that for the high peak-power
and photon energies available at LCLS, the ionization and
disintegration dynamics of nanoscale samples differ substantially from those found in earlier experiments in the
soft x-ray regime.
The experiments were performed in the CAMP end
station [20] at the AMO beam line of LCLS [21]. The
FEL pulses with a photon energy of 800 eV and average
pulse energies of 1.5 mJ were focused to a spot size of
about 6 micron (FWHM) diameter. The electron bunch
length was set to 200 fs and the x-ray pulse length has
been measured to be about 2=3 of that value [22], yielding
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup (top panel) and
single-shot scattering images from individual clusters (bottom
panel). The cluster beam is crossed with the focused x-ray beam
above the aperture of a time-of-flight spectrometer. The scattered
photons are detected by pnCCDs covering scattering angles from
0.5 to 5. The scattering signal exhibits a strong intensity
variation due to the different positions (a)–(c) of the clusters
in the focus as depicted in the inset.

FIG. 2 (color online). Top panel: Single shot ion spectra recorded in coincidence with the scattering images (a)–(c) shown
in Fig. 1. Bottom panel: Focal volume integrated ion yield
spectra for cluster (top) and atomic (bottom) targets. The
single-shot spectra strongly correlate with the position of
the cluster in the FEL focus and are strikingly different from
the integrated data.
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30  2 nm are used for further analysis, effectively eliminating the influence of the particle size distribution common to experiments with supersonic expansion sources.
The total number of scattered photons for individual images is proportional to the FEL power density experienced
by the respective single clusters. The scattered photon
intensity varies strongly from shot to shot [cf. bottom
panels (a)–(c) in Fig. 1] even for clusters of similar size
due to the fluctuations of their position in the FEL focus
waist. The integrated scattering signal, i.e., the impinging
photon intensity experienced by the cluster declines by
about one order of magnitude between cases (a), (b), and
(c), respectively.
The ion yield spectra from single clusters recorded in
coincidence with the scattering patterns from Fig. 1 are
shown in the top panel of Fig. 2. Additionally, in the bottom
panel of Fig. 2, focal-volume integrated spectra are presented for two different power densities as well as an atom
reference spectrum. The three single-cluster spectra reveal
strong power-density dependencies. For the best-hit
case (a) the ion yield is centered around a charge state of
q ¼ 26þ and q < 4þ are completely absent. At the same
time, 26þ is also the high-charge state cutoff in the atomic
reference recorded at a similar peak power density (bottom
panel Fig. 2) which will be discussed further below. The
broadening of the peak in the cluster spectrum is attributed
to the kinetic energy release of the cluster fragments, but
the existence of charge states beyond the atomic ionization
limit cannot be excluded from the current measurement.
For the cluster illuminated with about a factor of ten less
power density [case (b)], the charge distribution shifts to
significantly lower q. Proceeding to a factor 100 less power
density [case (c)], only singly-charged fragments are left,
very similar to experiments in the single x-ray photon limit
[23]. The single-cluster data are in striking contrast to the
focal volume integrated results in the lower panel of Fig. 2.
Here, the spectra are dominated by singly-charged fragments and low charge states in agreement with an earlier
study [5]. Decreasing the power density by an order of
magnitude, similar to the conditions of the single-particle
experiments described above, leads to a significant suppression of the high charge states while the intensity of low
q remains rather similar.
The coincident imaging and spectroscopy data from
single clusters demonstrate the existence of strong
power-density-dependent dynamical processes that are
washed out in the integrated data. This becomes particularly obvious for the highest power densities, where low
charge states are entirely absent, a feature that has never
been observed in nonlinear light-matter interaction experiments in other spectral regimes [10,11,24]. To shed more
light on the transition from the low to the high power
density spectra, the dominant charge state as well as the
average charge state from single clusters with similar radii
(30  2 nm) are compared in Fig. 3. The average charge
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FIG. 3 (color online). Average (open circles) and the dominant
charge state (filled diamonds) for increasing FEL intensities. The
FEL intensities are deduced from the integrated scattering intensity of the similarly sized clusters and plotted on a relative
scale. The dashed lines are guides to the eye and demonstrate the
different behavior of a constantly growing average charge state
versus the rapid saturation of the dominant charge state. The ion
charge states are estimated without considering the initial ion
kinetic energy release.

state (represented by open circles Fig. 3) is determined as
the center of gravity of the ion yield spectra. It rises
monotonically from q  5þ to q  15þ within the investigated power-density window, indicating an increase in
overall energy absorption by the cluster with increasing
power densities. The consequences are a higher mean
charge state and higher kinetic energy releases, which
both contribute to the observed slope. The dominant charge
state (represented by black diamonds in Fig. 3) is defined
as the most abundant one in the ion yield spectra. It rises
rapidly and saturates just above 26þ . It should be noted that
the charge states are deduced from the spectra without
considering initial kinetic energy releases which push the
ion peaks to shorter flight times. The observed saturation
points toward similar photoionization processes for xenon
atoms in the gas phase and in the cluster. Q ¼ 26þ is also
the highest observed charge state in the atomic xenon
spectra (cf. Fig. 2). The ground state ionization potential
for Xe25þ is with 890 eV [25] slightly higher than the
incident photon energy of 800 eV, indicating that sequential multiphoton ionization via resonant excitation and
intermediate excited states can occur [26], similar to observations in argon atoms and clusters [6].
The absence of low charge states and the rapid increase
of the dominant q with increasing power densities points to
a very efficient suppression of recombination processes
in the x-ray induced nanoplasma. It is noted that this
observation is quite surprising, as for the most highly
charged clusters less than 1% of the photoactivated electrons can leave before the photoemission is frustrated in the
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increasing cluster Coulomb potential [13]. Our findings are
also vastly different as compared to results of earlier
experiments with about one order of magnitude lower
photon energies where very efficient nanoplasma recombination mechanisms have been found [17,19]. The initial
photoionization processes are similar for both cases, and
they are guided by the atomic photoabsorption cross sections and subsequent inner-shell vacancy decay. After frustration of the photoemission, a nanoplasma is formed in
which the electrons thermalize within femtoseconds
through energy-exchanging collisions [7,15]. The present
results show that the high x-ray photon energies, and thus
high electron excess energies and mean charge states, must
play an important role for the nanoplasma evolution.
For a further discussion of the nanoplasma dynamics, we
have implemented a simplified model of the cluster expansion in the time-dependent plasma code FLYCHK [27].
FLYCHK is a population kinetics model that includes all
the relevant ionization and recombination processes for
arbitrary atomic elements. The disintegration of large clusters can be approximated by a hydrodynamic expansion in
which the hot quasifree electrons force the cold ions to
expand. FLYCHK is then used to calculate the ionization and
population distribution in the expanding nanoplasma up to
several nanoseconds after the x-ray pulse. As the microscopic ionization dynamics cannot be described with
FLYCHK, two different initial states in qualitative agreement
with the experimental data shown in Fig. 2 are assumed. In
the first scenario representing the high x-ray power density
case, a quasiequilibrium plasma with a mean charge state
around the highest observed q ¼ 26þ and solid Xe density
is taken as the starting point. To represent the conditions
from the regions with about an order of magnitude less
power density, a colder nanoplasma with a mean charge
state of 8þ is assumed. The results of the FLYCHK calculations and the corresponding experimental results from
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are displayed in Fig. 4. In comparison
with the experiment, FLYCHK reproduces qualitatively the
measured ion distribution of case (a) including the suppressed recombination to lower charge states but predicts
too much recombination for case (b). The simulations
show that for the hot, fast expanding plasma in case (a)
the high initial electron temperature lowers three-body
recombination rates during the time scale where the plasma
is still dense and that the high charge states freeze out
whereas in (b) the initial lower electron temperatures lead
to a slower expansion and therefore a longer period of
efficient recombination. It should be noted that our model
assumes homogeneous plasma densities thus neglecting
any shell effects [17] and starts at quasiequilibrium conditions. Charge redistribution within the nanoplasma and
shell explosion can lead to a significant broadening of the
ion distribution and higher observed charge states [18].
Further, FLYCHK does not take into account three-body
recombination into higher Rydberg states above n ¼ 10,

FLYCHK
Simulation
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FIG. 4 (color online). Comparison between FLYCHK simulations and experimental single-shot ion data (inset). Both the data
and simulation show a strong suppression of recombination for
the highly excited x-ray-induced nanoplasma (initial q ¼ 26þ )
in the center of the FEL focus and a significant recombination for
lower excitation (initial q ¼ 8þ ). For the initial q ¼ 26þ nanoplasma, the high charge states freeze out due to rapid expansion
of the cluster and low three-body recombination rates for hot
electron temperatures.

which have been shown to become significant for clusters
explosions induced with intense infrared pulses after several ps of expansion [28].
In summary, thanks to the single-shot coincidence
method pioneered in this work, the x-ray induced ionization dynamics of Xe clusters could be studied under unprecedented well-controlled experimental conditions, i.e.,
at well-defined power density and for well-characterized
particle size. This way, the strong limitation of integrating
over very different power densities and cluster sizes in the
focal volume common to almost all studies of nonlinear
light-matter interaction could be overcome. At the highest
power density of (5  1016 W=cm2 ), predominantly ions
with charge states peaking at 26þ are observed while low
charge states are virtually absent. The results give strong
evidence that the narrow charge distribution is due to
inefficient electron-ion recombination. The inefficient recombination is attributed to the high initial temperature of
the x-ray produced nanoplasma.
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